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ABSTRACT
In this study, we present a direct detection distributed acoustic sensor based on phase-sensitive optical time domain
reflectometer (φ-OTDR) with long sensing range and high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is field-tested over a 50 kmlong fiber. Due to the random nature of Rayleigh backscattered light and fading phenomena, it is hard to characterize the
performance of the system. For this reason, the performance of our sensor is specified in a statistical manner in which the
mean SNR is determined using the histograms of the SNR. The SNR values are measured for identical acoustic signals in
five different days, total of 48 hours and the SNR histograms are obtained for fiber distances of 100 m, 12 km, 21 km, 30
km, 40 km and 50 km. The system is field-tested using external disturbances that are generated from a 50-Hz vibrator. The
SNR values are extracted from the power spectral density (psd) of the collected data over the monitored fiber span. Our
results show that the φ-OTDR system exhibits a mean SNR of 22.5 dB at 50 km distance.
Keywords: Distributed acoustic sensor, optical time domain reflectometer, φ-OTDR, Rayleigh scattering, fading.

1. INTRODUCTION
φ-OTDR based distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) systems have attracted increasing attention in recent years due to its
remarkable advantages in a wide range of industrial applications including health monitoring and security of civil
infrastructures, railways, oil and gas pipelines, borders, and more [1]. They measure vibrations and detect perturbations
along a section of fiber. Different approaches have been adopted to realize the φ-OTDR system and several efforts have
been made to improve the performance. These methods include coherent detection for increased sensitivity [2], hybrid
distributed amplification for longer range [3, 4], phase demodulation based on phase generated carrier algorithm, 3 x 3
demodulation method, frequency division multiplexing, and digital coherent detection schemes for increased linearity and
SNR [5-8]. However, regardless of the interrogation scheme, it is hard to characterize the performance of the system due
to the random nature of multipoint interference of Rayleigh backscattered light and fading phenomenon [9]. Since fiberoptic DAS technologies are based on coherent interference of Rayleigh backscattered light from discrete scatterers within
the pulse duration, they experience signal fading, which includes interference fading and polarization fading [9]. The
former is caused by randomness of Rayleigh scattering and is one of the most important factors that limit the performance.
It also raises difficulties in specifying the system performance, particularly SNR. Different techniques were implemented
in order to have a reduced interference fading and relatively stable phase sensitivity [10-12]. Additionally, many studies
were done to overcome the polarization fading such as adoption of polarization diversity scheme [13], interrogation with
orthogonal-state of polarization pulse pair [14] and polarization-maintaining configuration [9]. Even though fading induced
noise effects were remarkably mitigated in these studies, the system still suffers from fading behaviors and random
fluctuations. These are even more observable in the field tests where the environmental factors such as temperature,
humidity as well as soil hardness become relevant. Therefore, considering the randomness of the system, SNR should be
statistically presented instead of a single value in order to provide a more complete and indicative figure of merit for the
sensor. In the literature, limited attention was given to the statistical parameters such as mean SNR and the variance, to
define the performance characteristics of the system. In a recent study, by taking into consideration the random
characteristics of the system, a new figure of merit (mean SNR) was introduced to characterize and compare DAS systems
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[15, 16]. However, the analysis is limited to laboratory tests and coherent detection schemes; in this manuscript we extend
the analysis to field tests and direct detection systems. In this work we experimentally show the statistical characteristics
of the SNR of a direct-detection DAS system, calculated over five days and 48 hours of data acquired from the field. We
also demonstrate the distribution patterns of SNR in different distances and the change in mean SNR over distance.

2. BASIC PRINCIPLE
We first review the basic principle of a φ-OTDR before assessing the performance of our DAS system. In the φ-OTDR
technique, repeated optical pulses from a highly coherent light source are injected into the sensing fiber. As the pulse
propagates along the fiber, the Rayleigh backscattered light waves interfere with each other within the pulse duration. The
coherent superposition of the light scattered from randomly placed scatterers yields a φ-OTDR trace exhibiting a jagged
appearance. When the launched pulses have a pulse width of 𝑊 and optical frequency of 𝑣, the backscattered wave at the
input end at time 𝑡0 will be the coherent summation of the fields backscattered from 𝑁 scatterers [17, 18]:
𝑁

𝐸(𝑡 = 𝑡0 , 𝑧 = 0) = 𝐸0 exp(−2𝛼𝑧̅) exp(𝑗2𝜋𝑣𝑡0 ) ∑ 𝑟𝑖 exp(𝑗𝜑𝑖 )

(1)

𝑖=1

where 𝛼 is the optical fiber attenuation constant, 𝑟𝑖 and 𝜑𝑖 are the reflectivity of the 𝑖th scatterer and relative phase of the
reflected wave, respectively. They are random parameters and uniformly distributed over [0, 1] and [0, 2𝜋], respectively.
The fields interact with each other when they spatially overlap, corresponding to the half pulse width. Therefore, 𝑧̅ defines
the positions of the scatterers inside the half pulse width, i.e. 𝑊/2, region, and expressed by [𝑡0 𝑐/𝑛𝑓 − 𝑊/2]/2. Here 𝑐
is the velocity of light in vacuum, and 𝑛𝑓 is the refractive index of the fiber.
The only random parameter, which affects the statistics of the signal and contributes to fading, is ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑟𝑖 exp(𝑗𝜑𝑖 ) [17].
For φ -OTDR systems, the backscattered signal intensity is observed, which is proportional to the square of the electric
field. The intensity of the backscattered signal can be expressed as:
𝑁

𝐼 = |exp(𝑗2𝜋𝑣𝑡0

)|2
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𝑁

+ ∑ ∑ 𝑟𝑗 𝑟𝑘 cos(𝜑𝑗 − 𝜑𝑘 )
𝑗=1 𝑘=𝑗+1

where the last term describes the multipoint interference between the scattered light from numerous scatterers within the
half pulse width and results in a speckle like time domain pattern of the φ-OTDR trace.
If a perturbation is applied in the 𝑞th scatterer among 𝑁 scatterers, which introduces a phase difference 𝜃, then the
corresponding expression for the intensity, ∆𝐼, will be given by the intensity difference between two consecutive traces
with and without perturbation:
𝑞−1 𝑁

∆𝐼 = 𝐼𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑 − 𝐼𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑 = 2 ∑ ∑ 𝑟𝑗 𝑟𝑘 [cos(𝜑𝑗 − 𝜑𝑘 ) − cos(𝜑𝑘 − 𝜑𝑗 − 𝜃)]
𝑗=1 𝑘=𝑞

This final expression models the non-linear response and fading behavior of the system.
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3.

LASERCHARACTERIZATIONS

Dif er nt factors af ect he performance of a fiber optic-based DAS sy tem such as laser frequency drift, amplifed
spontaneousemis ion(ASE)noise,opticalpulse xtinctionratioandso n.Amongthemostremarkableon
oflaserf equency
and [
20 ]. Zhong et al. have shown that racethe laser with minmum frequencydrift should be chosen for bet r performance [
char cterizngtheperformanceofourDASsy tem,wechar cterizedthefrequencydrift/stabiltyof ourdif er ntlasers
andintegratedtheonewiththelowestfrequencydrift/highest abiltyinto urfiberoptic-basedDASsy tem.
As hownin Fig.1(a),thelaserundertestandtheref rence laser arecombined witha50-50%polarizationmaintain g
optical coupler (
phot det ctor(PD)

&EXPERIMENTALSET-

es ,the f ect
’ s [ 19 ]

dr iftonphase-sensitvityOTDRbased istributedintrusionsensorhasbe ninvestigated inRef.
to -trace fluctuation increase with increasing laser f equencydrift rate and
20 ]. Inthis regard, before testing and

OC

), and then the signal pas es through the variable optical atenuator (VOA) and reaches to the
. Thedat acquistion(DAQ)cardhavebe nemployedtoacquirethesignal t heoutputofthe

PD

LASER
UNDER TEST

DAQ

REF.

LASER

(a)

(b)
Figure1
. (a)Experimentalsetupforlaserf equencydrift/stabiltychar cterization.(b)Beatnotefrequencydriftsfor~20
minsaredemonstratedwher beatnotesareobtainedbysepar telycombin gfourdif er ntlaserswiththeref rencelaser.

The beat note frequency drift measurements are recorde for about 20 minutes after the laser f equencies are locked to
their cavity (Fig. 1(b)
Table1.Ac ordingtotheresultswehavesel ctedtheLaser1,which asthelowest hort-ermandlong-termdrifts,tobe
integratedintothesy temforthebestperformance.

UP

. Besides, the xtracted rift rates per minute and per 20 minutes are reported for comparison in
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Processing

.

Table1

. Beatnotefrequencydriftratesperminute(short-ermdrift)andper20minutes(long-termdrift)

Frequencydrift

Laserpair

Afterthelaserf equencydrift/sabiltychar cterizations,t
laboratorywiththeconfigurationshowninFig.
laserispas edthroughanacousto- ptic modulator(
and injected into the fiber via circulator. The backscater d signal fromthe fiber is directed to the det ction regime in
whichthesignalfowsthroughanerbiumdopedfiberamplifer(EDFA)andanopticalbandpas filter(BPF)folowedby
aphot det ctor.Theopticalbandbas filterwasprimarilyusedforthepurposeofsup res ingtheASEnoiseandther by
improvingtheSNRofthebackscater dsignal.Thedet ctedsignalisacquiredbyaDAQsy temandthenpost-proces ed
in a PCtoan lyzeitschar cteristcs.

Frequencydrift
(kHz/min)

(MHz/20mins)

Ref.Laser

– Laser1

127

4 .1

Ref.Laser

– Laser2

179

1 2 .9 8

Ref.Laser

– Laser3

729

1 7 .1 0

Ref.Laser

– Laser4

972

2 1 .9 6

heperformanceoftheφ
2. Theamplifedlightfromthenar owlinewidthcontinuo s-wave(CW)
AOM
)whichgen ratestheinter ogationpulse with

-OTDRwaspreliminarilytestedinthe
~ 10 nswidth

LASER

Data Acq.

Processing

Figure2
. ExperimentalsetupforDASsy tem.EDFA:Erbiumdopedfiberamplifer,AOM:Acousto- pticmodulator,
OpticalBPF:Opticalbandpas filter,PD:Phot det ctor,Dat Acq.:Dat Acquistion

Fig . 3 shows the Rayleighbackscateringtrace of the DAS along the fiber withoutdisturbance, whichexhibtsa jag ed
ap ear nceduetothehighlycoher ntlightsource.Theinter ogationp
pulsewidthis
~ 10 ns,cor espondingto

Figure3

eriodis515μs
a ~10mspatialresolutionand5150samplesforeachinter ogation.

. DASsy temtrace xhibtsaj g edap ear nceduetothecoher nceofthelightsource.
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,inordertocover

~ 51 km,andthe

4.

FIELDTESTS

ANDRESULTS

A field emonstrationof the DASsy temover a buried cable wasperformed. For the field test , the same xperimental
configurationasinthelaboratorytest wasused. A
certainportionswer buriedunderthesoil.Thesensingfiber
F, H and J wer placed in an isolated box in the laboratory, which insulates the fiber spo ls from thermal and acoustic
ef ects.ThesectionsA,C,E,G,IandKwer buriedwiththesamedepthandlength(10 m)inthefieldaftertheircertain
lengths(150m)pas throughthebuilding.Inthisman erthedistancesof~10 m,~12km,~
~ 50 kmwer abletobemonitored.Totest heabiltyofthesy temofsensingavibrationev nt,~50Hzsinusoidalsignal
was ap lied to the buried fiber gen rated by a mot r which is placed 3 m away from the buried fiber and time-domain
tracesofthespecifcsampleswer colectedoverthemonitored istances.

~5 1 k m

-longsingle-modefiberisusedasthesensingcableofwhich
is divde into1 sectionsas howninFi

g. 4 . SectionsB,D,

21 km,~30km,~40kmand

Isolated box
B
Simi IL

30 m
9 km

12 km

Inside building

Figure4

150 m

150 m

150 m

. SensingfiberlinkandfieldtestconfigurationforDASsy tem

Thetime-domaindat (Fig.5(a)
SNRvalueisextractedfromthe~50Hzpeakofthepsd at (Fig.5(b) .Sincetheamplitudesofthevibrationev ntsare
varying in time due to fading, SNR values are calculated in certain time windows. The number of samples over which
SN Rvaluesarecalculatedis el cted2
This results in ar ays of SNR values which ave ~50 0 el ments for each monitored istance. Using thes ar ays,
histogramsofSNRvaluesat hes distancesaregen ratedandshowninFigure6.

) isthenconvertedtofrequencydomainandtheirpowerspectraldensitesarecalculated.
16

forthesakeofconvenience,whichcor esponds

to timewindowsof3 .75seconds.

Ther sultspres ntedinFig.6rev altheproba ilsticnatureofthesy tem.Eventhought e xternalyap liedperturbation
is identical, it does not impose the same f ect on the backscater d intensity due to the fading ef ects and no -linear
responseofthesy tem.Itresultsindif er ntSNRvaluesunderdif er ntconditonsvaryingintime.Forexample,theSNR
starts from 30 dB and goes up to 80 dB at he 10 m posit on wher as it varies betwe n 5 dB and 35 dB at he 50 km
positon. Also, it s e n that he heights of the histogrambins get smaler as the distance increase , in other words, the
number of oc ur ences tarts o distribute more uniformly and become more spread. This mplies that at long distances
fadingbecomesmoresignifcant.

Ther sults howthat heSNRvaluehasproba ilsticfashionandcan otbeidentifedasasinglevalueforagivendistance.
Atleast hemeanandvariancevalueoftheSNRshouldbeprovide .Inordertohaveago destimationabout hesy tem
performance, the shape ofthe pdfshould also be takeninto consideration.
dif er ntdaysoverthecourseofabout10hoursineachday,i.e toalof48hours,forobtain gasinglemeanSNRvalue
Ther fore, the mean SNRs are det rmined over the distributions hown in Fig. 6 and the change in mean SNRs over
distancearepres ntedinFig.7.

We

measured the vibrationsignal withinfive
.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a)Time trace and (b) spectrum of a 50 Hz vibration signal at 21 km.

Figure 6. Histograms of SNRs at distances 100 m, 12 km, 21 km, 30 km, 40 km and 50 km.

The mean SNR values show a linear decrease for longer distances as expected (Fig. 7). The decrease is around 8 dB/10km
(in electronic domain), which is consistent with a fiber loss of 0.2 dB/km (in optical domain).
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61.7 dB

53.6 dB

43.8 dB
37.6 dB

29.3 dB
22.5 dB

Figure 7. Mean SNR values in 6 different regions. It shows a linear decrease in dB scale and the system has a performance
of 22.5 dB at 50 km.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the field demonstration of φ-OTDR based direct detection DAS system. A narrow
linewidth and low frequency drift light source was preferred for a better performance. The intensities of vibration signal
over the monitored regions were measured and their SNRs within certain time windows (33.75 sec) were calculated. The
resulting SNR values were used to generate corresponding histograms in 6 different locations from 100 m to 50 km along
the fiber. Mean SNR values were calculated over these histograms and shown to linearly decrease with the distance as
expected. The φ-OTDR based DAS system has a performance of 61.7 dB at the 100 m position and 22.5 dB at the 50 km
position.
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